ZIDOO multimedia players always pursue cutting-edge technology,
superb design and first-class configuration. We are dedicated to
provide excellent video and audio experience for every user.
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A Must for Moviegoers
Z9X is an entry-level model for light-budget and high-demand moviegoers, which
can be used for high-end 4K living room theater environment. Dolby Vision VS10
image engine has a significant improvement in dealing with ultra-high specifications
of audio and video decoding compared with products in the same level of previous
generations, especially the current 4K UHD higher-end HDR 10+ and Dolby Vision’s
support have broken the gap in the market and solved the problem of high-end
source decoding for users with high-end 4K TVs. Meawhile, it still maintains the
consistent reputation and cost-effective price.

Z9X

Parameters
● CPU: Realtek RTD1619DR hexa-core 64-bit A55 processor
● Internal storage: 2GB DDR4 +16GB eMMC
● System: Android 9.0
● Video decoding: 4K@60p HEVC/H.265, 12 Bit, HDR10, HDR10+, Dolby vision
● HD output: HDMI 2.0aX1
● Video output: HDMI (4K@60p, HDR, 12Bit, YCbCr 4:4:4), 3.5 mm AV (CVBS)
● Audio decoding: DSD, truehd,multi-channel audio passthrough and stereo decoding
● Audio output: HDMI, optical, coaxial, 3.5 mm AV (L+R)
● HD input: HDMI 2.0X1
● Other interfaces: Sata 3.0 external X1, USBX4, RS232 (3.5mm) X1, Gigabit EthernetX1

All aluminum chassis

Hexa-core super SOC and

2G+5G WiFi module and

image processing engine

gigabit Ethernet network

Starkly Upgraded
Z10 Pro is a high-performance 4K media player based on a new generation of Realtek
RTD1619DR hexa-core processor. Dolby Vision VS10 image quality processing engine
is built in, which supports Dolby vision low latency (LLDV) processing to get better
picture quality performance.Meanwhile, it has a tough body with a better texture,
large front LED display panel and high-capacity HDD bay up to 16TB. It is a
must-have artifact for movie lovers.

Z10 Pro

Parameters
● CPU: Realtek RTD1619DR hexa-core 64 A55 processor
● Internal storage: 2GB DDR4 + 32GB eMMC
● System: Android 9.0
● Video decoding: 4K@60p HEVC/H.265, 12 Bit, HDR10, HDR10+, Dolby vision
● HD output: HDMI 2.0a X1
● Video output: HDMI (4K@60p, HDR, 12Bit, YCbCr 4:4:4), RCA (CVBS)
● Audio decoding: DSD, truehd, multi-channel audio pass-through and decoding stereo
● Audio output: HDMI, optical, coaxial, RCA (L+R)
● HD input: HDMI 2.0X1
● Other interfaces: Sata 3.0 (built-in + external), USBX4, RS232 X1, Gigabit EthernetX1

New hexa-core CPU

Multiple ports and
high scalability

Immersion gold craft
with quality assurance

ZIDOO TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD.

Company Introduction
Shenzhen ZIDOO Technology Co., Ltd. was found in 2014. It is a leading manufacturer of ARM multi-core architecture industrial products and consumer electronics, which has a team with more than 40% software and hardware R&D personnel
and factory with multi-field technology.
ZIDOO focuses on home audio-visual equipment like 4K home theater media
player and Hi-Fi audiophile products,more than 80% of which are exported to
Europe, America and Southeast Asia.

ZIDOO is a brand of Shenzhen ZIDOO Technology Co., Ltd. We are a member of
HDMI and HDCP Association and acquire Shenzhen and China national high-tech
enterprise certificates.
ZIDOO released the first 4K UHD media player ZIDOO X9S in September 2016,
which has gained wide recognition and praise because of high cost performance and
good quality.
A series of media players in 2018-2019 have won the best recommendation of
domestic and overseas famous professional media forums including AV Forums,
China Home Appliances Forum and HD199.
In 2019-2020, the flagship media players UHD2000/UHD3000/NEO X are
released with top SOC and professional HiFi audio decoding chip, which means
ZIDOO enters into the field of all-round and high-end HiFi media players.

Flagship Killer
NEO X is equipped with Realtek RTD1619DR hexa-core A55 SOC and top-level audio decoding
solution (XMOS+AKM4497), as well as a large number of top components. It has been developed for 3 years and integrate professional music sever, heaphone amplifier and HiFi DAC.
Not only supporting DSD512, 768KHz 32Bit PCM audio and MOQ encoding but also ROON,
external CD playback and CD Ripping. It is the most comprehensive audiophile device.
Equipped with Dolby Vision VS10 engine, it supports 4K 12Bit Dolby vision and HDR10+
decoding and output.

NEO X
Parameters
● CPU: Realtek RTD1619DR hexa-core 64-bit A55 processor
● Internal storage: 2GB DDR4 +16GB eMMC
● System: Android 9.0
● Video decoding: 4K@60p HEVC/H.265, 12 Bit, HDR10, HDR10+, Dolby vision
● HDMI output: HDMI 2.0aX1
● Video output: HDMI (4K@60p, HDR, 12Bit, YCbCr 4:4:4)
● Audio decoding: DSD, MQA, truhd, multi-channel audio passthrough and stereo decoding
● Audio output: HDMI, optical, coaxial, RCA (L+R), XLR balanced output (L+R) X1
● Audio input: USB DAC input X1, coaxial input X1, AES/EBU input X1
● Other interfaces: Sata 3.0 (built-in) X1, USBX4, RS232 X1, Gigabit EthernetX1, and trigger X1

Large OLED touch display

Professional reference

Audiophile dual linear

level audio decoder chip

power pack

Superior Vision
Z1000 Pro is equipped with a powerful Realtek RTD1619DR hexa-core 64-bit A55 professional processor, 2GB DDR4+32GB eMMC large storage, high-power good-quality switching power supply and advanced Dolby Vision VS10 image quality processing engine. In
addition to supporting Dolby vision LLD processing for different movies and display
devices, it also supports perfect converting for SDR, HDR and Dolby Vision. Even ordinary
movie and display devices can get amazing image quality through the VS10 engine.
Military-grade craftsmanship quality, hidden HDD bay and high-gain WiFi Bluetooth
antennas not only take rich functions into account but also with good-looking appearance.

Z1000 Pro
Parameters
● CPU: Realtek RTD1619DR hexa-core 64 A55 processor
● Internal storage: 2GB DDR4 + 32GB eMMC
● System: Android 9.0
● Video decoding: 4K@60p HEVC/H.265, 12 Bit, HDR10, HDR10+, Dolby vision
● HD output: HDMI 2.0aX1
● Video output: HDMI (4K@60p, HDR, 12Bit, YCbCr 4:4:4), RCA (CVBS)
● Audio decoding: DSD, truehd, multi-channel audio source code pass-through and decoding stereo
● Audio output: HDMI, optical, coaxial, RCA (L+R)
● HD input: HDMI 2.0X1
● Other interfaces: Sata 3.0 (built-in + external), USBX4, RS232 X1, Gigabit Ethernet X1

Built-in high-quality

Hidden HDD bay and

Multiple gold-plated

switching power supply

WIFI antennas

interfaces

Born for Audiophiles
UHD3000 is designed for clients who pursue high-end audio-visual media players
especially. It is an audiophile player with exquisite design and workmanship,which is
equipped with top SOC, 4GB DDR4+32GB eMMC large storage and Dolby Vision
VS10 image quality optimization engine. 4K 12Bit HDR10+/Dolby vision decoding
and output are supported. XMOS+ESS 9068 decoding scheme support DSD 512 and
768KHz 32Bit PCM audio hard decoding and MQA encoding. What's more, linear
power supply and high-quality switching power supply bring a leap for audio and
video quality, the performance is the same as expensive independent decoder.

UHD3000
Parameters
● CPU: Realtek RTD1619DR hexa-core 64-bit A55 processor
● Internal storage: 4GB DDR4+32GB eMMC
● System: Android 9.0
● Audio decoding: XMOS+ESS9068 (DSD512/MQA/PCM768KHz 32Bit)
● Video decoding: 4K@60p HEVC/H.265, 12 Bit, HDR10, HDR10+, Dolby vision
● HD output: HDMI Main 2.0aX1, HDMI Audio Only 1.4X1 (separate audio and video output)
● Video output: HDMI (4K@60p, HDR, 12Bit, YCbCr 4:4:4)
● Audio decoding: MQA, DSD, truehd, multi-channel audio passthrough and stereo decoding
● Digital audio: HDMI, optical, coaxial
● High-fidelity audio: XLR/RCA (L+R)
● Audio input: USB DAC IN
● Other interfaces: Sata 3.0 (built-in), USBX4, RS232, Gigabit Ethernet, IR IN

ESS9068 professional
audio DAC chip

Linear power supply

Dual HDMI audio and
video separate output

Dolby Vision VS10 Technology
Powerful Dolby Vision VS10 image enginesupports
Dolby Vision low latency（LLDV）output. Dolby Vision
has adopted advanced dynamic metadata processing
technology, so that the most suitable brightness could
be output for images and scenes of each frame. Even in
the dark and weak-light environment, it could also
display the best visual effect no matter what formats
(Dolby Vision, HDR,HLG,SDR etc. ) or displaying devices,
whether HDR outputting or SDR converting. Even
normal TV could experience Dolby Vision technology.

Higher Level HDR10+
ZIDOO takes the lead in adding HDR10+ and Dolby
Vision technology. HDR10+ technology could not only
display peak brightness up to 4000 nits, but also
process metadata accurately for each frame. Namely,
colors and brightness levels are obtained frame by
frame and scene by scene, images could be displayed
in details with wide dynamic contrast and richer colors.

Android 9.0
Based on deep development of Android 9.0, the
system performance of Z9X has greatly improved with
better stability and compatibility. Masses of apps
could be installed. DRM widevine L1 is also supported.

Cool Poster Wall
ZIDOO comes with new movie posters management
system. It has concise navigation, personalized category, record viewing and custom collection etc. Which
makes movie collection more convenient and fully
improves the efficiency of mass movies management.

HiFi Lossless Audio
and Decoding

Playback

Among with ZIDOO music players and professional
audiophile-level decoding hardware solutions, ZIDOO
high-end model can support mastering-level DSD
(SACD ISO/DFF/DSF/DSD format) , MQA encoding and
lossless formats such as FLAC, WAV, APE, DTS, etc.
CD disc playback and lossless ripping also work well.

12Bit Color Depth
New image engine not only supports 10 Bit (approximately 1.07 billion colors) decoding and outputting at
the resolution of 4K 60Hz, but also supports higher
color depth 12 bit (approximately68 billion colors); 12
bit has vibrant colors and natural color transition.

Native Blu-ray Menu Playback
Video playback engine is opotimized, which improves
the Blu-ray seamless branching playback and says
goodbye to stuttering and messy playback issues. BD
and UHD Blu-ray navigation are played just like enjoying movies in a cinema.

Powerful Subtitle Features
Movie subtitles can be searched and matched
automatically on the Internet. PGS,ASS, SSA, SUP, SUB
and SRT subtitle formats are all supported. Subtitle
font, color, special effect, location could be customized. External SUP and ASS special effects subtitles are
also supported.

Smart Control System
Apart from ZIDOO Controller cell phone APP, ZIDOO
also supports HTTP (standard WOL are supported),
RS232,HDMI CEC, Bluetooth and IR control methods
for smart control system.

ZIDOO Controller APP
ZDIOO Controller APP could control media players
seamlessly in LAN. Home Theater and Music Player
could be set on cell phone without suspending audio
and video playback. Music could be played without
turning on displaying device. And media players could
be powered on/off without remote control.

